You are the manager for the local zoo, and it has come to your attention that the, one and only, zoo monkey has taken to begging for food from the visitors. Interestingly enough, the visitors will occasionally react to this by purchasing a banana from the zoo’s kiosk, which they will then proceed to give to the monkey. Since the zoo is going through some hard times, you wonder whether this pattern of behaviour can be used to increase the zoo’s income. Each banana nets a £1 income, after all.

Your resident monkey expert has informed you that the monkey’s behaviour depends on whether or not it is sleeping, as well as on how hungry it is. The following 4 modes of behaviour can be distinguished:

- sleeping
- sated
- hungry
- furious

The expert has further provided you with information on how the monkey’s behaviour will change depending on whether or not it was fed a banana during the previous 10 minutes:

- There is a 5% probability that a monkey will wake up during 10 minutes of sleeping. Monkeys are always hungry when they wake up.
- If it does not receive a banana, a sated monkey will fall asleep with a 50% probability, remain sated with 25% probability, and get hungry with a 25% probability. If a sated monkey does receive a banana, then it will either fall asleep, with 75% probability, or remain sated.
- A hungry monkey that does not receive a banana has a 30% chance of getting furious, and will otherwise remain hungry. If a hungry monkey receives a banana it has a 40% chance of becoming sated, and will otherwise remain hungry.
- A furious monkey that does not receive a banana has a 30% chance of becoming fierce, while receiving a banana has a 40% chance of reducing it to a merely hungry state, and a 10% chance of sating it (50% of remaining furious).
• A furious monkey might scare a zoo visitor with a 20% chance. You are told that this has an expected negative impact on the zoo income of £10.

Another expert lets you know that the chance of a visitor purchasing and giving a banana to the monkey during a 10 minute period depends on the monkey’s state:

• If the monkey is sleeping, visitors show no interest and won’t bother it.
• If the monkey is sated, there is only a 10% probability that the visitors will give it a banana.
• If the monkey is hungry, then visitors have a 70% chance of buying it a banana.
• Furious monkeys occasionally manage to extort a banana; there is a 10% chance that they are fed one.

Lastly, you know that opening or closing the banana-kiosk takes 10 minutes, and that no bananas are sold when the kiosk is closed.

Part 1

Assume we are concerned with maximising the zoo’s net income (sales − costs). Use the information above to produce a finite state and action Markov Decision Process that could help you decide on a banana-kiosk policy.

Part 2

Why did you pick the specific reward function for your model? Would another reward function have been just as good? Can we pick the reward function in a way that the value of a state could have a meaningful interpretation in terms of the zoo’s income?